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Human race is known for its incredible energy and intellect, but above all for its faith
in one omnipotent existence. Different culture, creed and customs follow different
symbols to worship that one God around the world. In other words it is known as
Religion or Pantheism. Its root is as ancient as the human race itself. Since the Vedic
Period, there are two types of beliefs regarding God. One is Idolatry or Saguna path
and second is Spirituality or Nirguna path. Idolatry faith is based on the worshipping
of idol- as a symbol of God. And spirituality believes in the internal function of Soul
and Oversoul. Sri Aurobindo is a master of mystic writing. He has innate inclination
towards spiritual cult of thought and writing. In his works he focuses on spiritual
achievements – that is the state of extreme bliss. To define such a state is not a child‟s
game. It is mystic in nature. Sri Aurobindo has tried to convey the process of
meditation and its different stages through the symbol of Rose. Rose has been treated
in different forms. It is symbolized as Bliss, Light, Power, Life and Love. He has
taken the symbol of „Rose‟ instead of Vedic symbol of „Lotus‟ for the description of
spiritual states. In traditional manuscript „Lotus‟ had been used for denoting ascetic
spiritual function.
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Sri Aurobindo , a philosopher , patriot, spiritual soul and a thoughtful writer
covers several areas from social and political issues to ascetic and spiritual practice.
He explores the intricacies of Yoga what he termed as “supernatural consciousness”.
His Western education, deep analytical studies of Indian scriptures have created a
synthesis of various Yogic traditions and thoughts. He has universal appeal because of
syncretism in mystic teaching. He believes in “internal Yoga” and critical to the
modern interpretation of spirituality and Yoga that does not include body as an
integral part of meditation and focused on soul consciousness. To him only a pure
union of the body and soul fulfills the hidden need of the ancient Vedic wisdom.
Sri Aurobindo‟s interface with Vishnu Bhaskar Lele changed his outlook of
life and left an indelible imprint on his consciousness. He and Lele spent three days
together in a solitary room, where Lele told him, “see the thoughts entering from the
outside. Fling them back, do not let them enter”. It moved his way of life, which he
experienced throughout the life. His works are the representation of his innate
consciousness as in the beginning poem “Nirvana” and “Libration”. His “integral
Yoga” believes in total transformation or “Purna Samadhi” that encompasses
physical, vital, mental and spiritual areas. For him, such transformation is not merely
individual but of cosmic value that craves pure submission. It leads libration of the
spirit from life cycle of birth to death. In another word, paves the way to Nirvana that
is the goal of meditation. Poet Rabindranath Tagore expresses his view on his first
meeting with Aurobindo:
"At the very first sight I could realise he had been seeking for the Soul and had
gained it, and through this long process of realisation had accumulated within him a
silent power of inspiration. His face was radiant with an inner light."
“Rose of God” is considered one of the best manifestations of Aurobindo‟s
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interpretation of meditation or Yoga. This paper is my attempt to explore
Aurobindo‟s views on meditation with reference to this work. In the beginning
stanza of the poem, he conveys the state of complete Samadhi (meditation). He says
that this state is the supreme bliss because of the union of Soul to Oversoul. There are
some pondering phrases like “fire-sweet”, “seven-tinged” “vermilion stain”,
“Passion-flower” etc. these phrases have deep meaning. “Fire sweet” is the halo of
spiritual light on brahhmand (highest state of mind), “seven –tinged” are the seven
chakras or the seven spiritual states of spiritual development from Muladhar chakra to
Sahasrara Chakra as mentioned in Patanjali‟s Yoga Sutras.
Sri Aurobindo is influenced by Patanjali‟s concept of seven Chakras in
spiritual attainment. According to Patanjali life‟s essence is hidden in breath
controlling. Breathing is life which is one of the principles of meditation. In other
words meditation is the science of breath control. Seven Chakras are the cistern of
energy in human body. They are vital and situated along the spine, starting at the base
to the upper crown of the head. They are also known as “whirling disks of light”.
Each chakras radiates a specific colour and energy. Each chakra has specific
emotion, psychic, physical and spiritual issues. These seven chakras are :
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Seven Chakras

1. The first chakra is known as Muladhar Chakra or root chakra, situated at the
base of the spine. Its colour is red and generates stability, survival and selfsufficiency.
2. Second is Svadhisthana Chakra or sweetness chakra, located at the lower
abdomen- between belly button and pelvic bone. It has orange colour and
generates relationships and emotions.
3. Third is the Manipura Chakra or lustrous gem, rests at solar plexus- between
belly and bottom of rib cage. It has yellow colour and generates willfulness
and energy, self-esteem and personal power.
4. Chakra number four is Ananta ( not struck), located at the heart, centre of the
chest. It has green colour and generates trust, acceptance, love and
compassion.
5. Chakra number fifth is known as Vissudha (purification), rests in throat. It has
bright blue colour and generates faith, inspiration, expression and
communication.
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6. Chakra number six is known as Ajna ( to perceive), rests between the
eyebrows. It has indigo blue colour and generates intuition, intelligence, sound
psyche and cognitive ability.
7. Chakra number seven is known as Sahasrara (thousand pelated), rests on the
crown of the head. It has white or violet colour and generates inspiration,
devotion, selflessness and spiritual understanding.
The main goal of kundalini yoga , according to Patanjali‟s Yoga Sutra, is to bring
kundalini energy up from the Muladhar Chakra to Sahasrara Chakra. This process
needs a devoted practice that results in attainment of Parmananda (interview with
supreme power). The realization of this state is incredible, marvellous, symbolless.
There is no adjective to equivalent this experience. This is a passion-flower and has
nameless and tasteless feel. Our great Indian saint Kabirdas has expressed such state
in following lines :
“Avigat gati kachhu kahat na aave
jyu gungehi mithe phal ko ras antargat hi bhave”.
Translation:
“As a dumb cannot tell the taste of sweet fruits
So the state of omnipresent cannot be described”.
Aurobindo proceeds his thoughts in the second stanza of the poem “Rose of
God”. He unfolds his idea of meditation, denotes rose as a God of Light. This is not
The common light, this is the light of wisdom, light of awareness. And this awareness
comes during “Marvellous hour” of Yoga- during the meeting of Atman(Soul) to
Paramatman (Oversoul).This is the “immaculate core of ultimate seeing!”
In third stanza of the poem, Sri Aurobindo points out that how a mortal
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human being transcends into immortal state Saksatkar (interview) with immortal God
through meditation. There is the realization of shapeless (Nirankaar) God‟s power,
that is Omnipotent, Omniscient and Omnipresence. When human soul meets immortal
oversoul, it too becomes immortal that is the “outbreak of Godhead in man” and only
human being has such chance to attain. Further, he points the value of meditation that
comes via Yoga. It is full with Life, the real life that can be achieved after death of
physical desire and self-love (ego). Yoga is full with divine desire of incarnation
“transforms the body of mortal like sweet and magical rhyme”. It brings divine desire
of transformation. Such state can only be realized in meditation which creates bridge
between the earth and heaven, between mortal and immortal.
Concluding stanza is complementary to previous stanzas specially to the
first stanza. Here, he symbolizes rose as a symbol of Love. This love is the love for
eternity of soul. Such love makes earth heaven or Garden of Eden. This state is
nothing but the accomplishment of immortality that makes life blessed with “eternal
rapture”. Thus we see that Sri Aurobindo has tried to explore the process of
Samadhi (meditation). For making a concrete impact of his message he has used Rose
as a symbol of Bliss, Light, Power, Life, and Love. And finally he has remarked the
value of life lies in realization of Parmatma (God) which is the eternal source of
Parmananda ( Bliss).
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